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Abstract
Objective
To assess the diagnostic value of gadolinium (Gd) contrast administration in MRI follow-up
examinations of patients with MS if the T2 lesion load is stable.
Methods
We included 100 patients with MS with at least 2 cranial MRI follow-up examinations (mean
follow-up time 4.0 ± 2.6 years). MRI was performed at 3 Tesla with a standardized protocol
including T2-weighted, ﬂuid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) and T1-weighted contrastenhanced sequences. Images were analyzed for T2/FLAIR and contrast-enhancing (CE)
lesions by 3 independent neuroradiologists. Isolated Gd-enhancing lesions without correlate in
T2 and FLAIR images, and reactivated Gd+ lesions were further assessed for size and signal
intensity.
Results
We identiﬁed a total of 343 new T2 lesions and 152 CE lesions in a total of 559 MRI follow-up
examinations. New T2/FLAIR lesions were present in 30% of the scans. Of the Gd-enhancing
lesions, 145/152 (95.4%) showed a correlate as a new T2/FLAIR lesion. There were 3 enhancing lesions (1.9% of all enhancing lesions) without T2/FLAIR correlate and 4 lesions
(2.6%) that exhibited lesion reactivation or persistent enhancement over time. As a predictive
factor of enhancement, we found that enhancing lesions had a higher T2 signal ratio
(T2 SRlesion/normal-appearing white matter: 3.0 ± 0.1 vs 2.2 ± 0.1, p < 0.001).
Conclusion
The likelihood of missing “active lesions” is overall small (1.7%) if T2 lesions are stable
compared with the previous MRI examination. Lesion reactivation is rare. Our study indicates
that Gd contrast administration might be dispensable in follow-up MRI of patients with MS if
no new T2/FLAIR lesions and no new neurologic symptoms are present.
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Glossary
BBB-D = blood-brain barrier disruption; CE = contrast enhancing; EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale; FLAIR = ﬂuidattenuated inversion recovery; GBCA = gadolinium-based contrast agent; NAWM = normal-appearing white matter.

MS is a chronic autoimmune disease of the CNS characterized
by the formation of inﬂammatory plaques, neurodegeneration, and gliosis.1–3 The inﬂammatory attack leads to
demyelination and neurodegeneration in the gray and white
matter of the CNS. There is still no single diagnostic test for
MS, but MRI is regarded as an essential tool for initial diagnosis, monitoring, and assessment of treatment eﬃcacy of
patients with MS.4–6 Gadolinium (Gd)-based contrast agents
(GBCA) are used as standard of care in clinical examinations
and in MS trials.7,8 Gd enhancement shows blood-brain
barrier disruption (BBB-D) indicating active inﬂammation of
an MS lesion and is interpreted as a surrogate marker of active
disease, often relevant for treatment decisions. Recently, there
have been major safety concerns regarding linear GBCAs
because Gd depositions were found in the brain after multiple
injections of linear Gd agents.9–11 Thus, it is important to
reﬁne the usage of Gd contrast administration to better understand which MS lesions show Gd contrast enhancement
and to further tailor Gd administration to situations where it
alters clinical management.
The present study retrospectively investigates whether the
routine administration of GBCAs is justiﬁed in all follow-up
investigations as suggested in current guidelines.12 This
seems especially relevant because in many follow-up investigations, no new T2/ﬂuid-attenuated inversion recovery
(FLAIR) lesions are delineated. We analyzed the diagnostic
value of the Gd administration in follow-up investigations, if
no novel T2/FLAIR hyperintense lesions are found on
precontrast scans. We assessed MRI investigations in a large
cohort of patients to quantify disease activity on T2 and
contrast-enhanced T1 imaging. We analyzed whether GBCA
provided additional diagnostic beneﬁt in the assessment of
disease activity. We hypothesized that re-enhancement of
a preexisting lesion (“lesion reactivation”) is rare and that Gd
administration might be dispensable if no new T2/FLAIR
lesions are found.

Methods
Patients and study design
We included 100 patients with conﬁrmed MS in this retrospective clinical trial (48 men and 52 women; mean age 39.9 ±
11.9 years, range 18–64 years). We expected to observe at
least 113 new contrast-enhancing (CE) T1 lesions within the
cohort of 100 patients and a total number >500 follow-up
MRIs. We calculated that this is suﬃcient to characterize the
proportion of missed lesions by a 95% conﬁdence interval not
wider than 5%, given that the proportion of missed lesions was
;1%. Patients performed MRI scans in our department
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between 2010 and 2017. The study population consisted of
patients with relapsing-remitting MS (n = 90; 90%), primary
progressive MS (n = 2; 2%), and secondary progressive MS (n
= 8; 8%). The mean Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS)
score was 2.75 ± 1.93, and the median disease duration was 4.0
± 2.6 years. Patients were seen in the Department of Neurology (University Hospital Heidelberg) and were eligible for
this trial, if the following inclusion criteria were met: conﬁrmed diagnosis of MS, in-house standardized MRI available,
and age ≥18 years. Exclusion criteria included contraindications for MRI (pacemaker and metal implant) or Gd
contrast agents (impaired renal function, pregnancy, and
history of allergic reaction toward MRI contrast agents).
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
Informed consent was obtained from all study participants.
The study adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki and was
approved by the local ethics committee of the Medical Faculty, University of Heidelberg (study permit number: S-616/
2017).
MRI
MRI was performed on a Siemens Verio or TRIO 3-T MRI
scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), and patients were
scanned in yearly intervals. Study sequences were standardized for all patients (table 1) and included a FLAIR sequence,
axial T2-weighted, and T1-weighted magnetization-prepared
rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence after Gd contrast

Table 1 MRI study sequence parameters
Parameter

T2 (TSE)

FLAIR

T1 (mpRAGE)

TE

135

86

3.65

TR

8,500

11,510

1,800

Flip angle

170

180

15

FOV

230 × 230

170 × 230

256 × 256

Matrix size

256 × 173

320 × 216

320 × 272

Slice thickness

5

2.5

1

No. of averages

1

1

1

In-plane resolution

0.89

0.71

0.8

Orientation

Axial (2D)

Axial (2D)

Axial (3D)

Duration (min:s)

2:52

2:37

3:29

Abbreviations: FLAIR = fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; FOV = field of
view; mpRAGE = magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo;
TE = echo time; TR = repetition time; TSE = turbo spin echo.
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administration (0.1 mmol/kg; Dotarem, Guerbet, France).
T2-weighted and FLAIR sequences were acquired before
contrast administration.
Analysis of MRI images
Image analysis was performed by 3 independent neuroradiologists (K.K.-J., M.B., and M.O.B.). First, the number of
new T2/FLAIR lesions was assessed in comparison with the
previous scan on all available, longitudinal MRI follow-up
studies. Each reading was compared with the previous MRI
scan to determine novel T2/FLAIR lesions. In a second
reading, Gd contrast enhancement on T1 images was assessed
in all scans. We then compared new T2 lesions with contrastenhancing lesions after Gd administration to determine which
T2 lesions also show enhancement in T1 post-contrast images
and to evaluate possible T2/FLAIR-negative Gd-enhancing
lesions. “Reactivation of a lesion” was deﬁned as new contrast
enhancement of a previously existing T2/FLAIR lesion
without apparent morphologic change of the T2/FLAIR lesion. “Persistent enhancement” was deﬁned as Gd enhancement of the same lesion over a prolonged period (>6 months)
on follow-up MRI. “Missed lesion” was deﬁned as a lesion that
showed Gd enhancement but no correlate on T2/FLAIR
images. In addition, lesions that showed no morphological
change on T2/FLAIR images in comparison with the previous
scan but showed Gd enhancement (“reactivated lesions/
persistent enhancement”) were deﬁned as “missed lesion.”
The T2 signal intensity ratio of CE vs nonenhancing lesions
was quantiﬁed as signal intensitylesion/signal intensityNAWM.
We also measured the maximum diameter of those new CE
T1 lesions with a T2/FLAIR correlate vs the CE T1 lesions
without T2/FLAIR correlate. Total T2/FLAIR and T1 Gd+
lesion load was assessed on the ﬁrst and last available MRI to
determine disease activity.
Data availability
Raw data are available from the corresponding authors upon
reasonable request.
Statistical analyses
Data are shown as mean ± SD or median (where indicated).
Statistical analyses were performed in Prism (GraphPad,
La Jolla). Two-tailed Student t tests were used to compare
2 groups. p < 0.05 was considered statistically signiﬁcant (*p <
0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001).

Table 2 Clinical characteristics of included study patients
Patients with MS

100

RR

90

SP

8

PP

2

Age

39.9 (11.9), 18–64

Male:female

48:52

EDSS

2.75 (1.93)

Patients on disease-modifying agents

78%

Disease duration

4.0 (7.3)

Follow-up time

4.0 (2.6)

No. of follow-up MRIs

5.0 (2–18)

Abbreviations: EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale; PP = primary progressive; RR = relapsing-remitting; SP = secondary progressive.
Values are given as mean ± SD (range) for age and disease duration (years
after first symptoms of MS) and median (range) for follow-up MRI.

lesions that developed during follow-up (table 3). Of the Gdenhancing lesions, 145/152 (95.4%) showed a correlate as
a new T2/FLAIR lesion.
CE lesions without T2/FLAIR correlate
Three enhancing lesions (1.9% of all CE lesions) were without correlate on T2/FLAIR images (ﬁgure 1). Morphologically, these lesions were smaller in size than lesions that
showed a T2/FLAIR correlate (lesion diameter on T1 CE:
2.3 mm vs 6.3 mm, p < 0.05).
CE T1 lesions with stable T2/FLAIR lesions
Four lesions (2.6% of all CE lesions) showed enhancement
of a preexisting T2/FLAIR lesion. One lesion (0.6% of all
CE lesions) had persistent enhancement over at least 11
months, showing enhancement on several follow-up scans
(ﬁgure 2A). Three additional lesions (1.9% of all CE
lesions) exhibited reactivated Gd uptake of a preexisting
lesion without apparent morphological changes of its T2/
FLAIR characteristics (ﬁgure 2B). Of interest, the signal
ratio expressed as T2/normal-appearing white matter
(NAWM) markedly increased at the time of reactivation
and normalized when the contrast enhancement faded again
(ﬁgure 2C).

Results
Study characteristics and patient cohort
We included 100 patients with MS with a follow-up time of
4.0 ± 2.6 years per patient and a median of 5 MRI scans per
patient (range 3–18) in this retrospective study (for patients’
details, see table 2). In these patients, we identiﬁed a total of
343 new T2/FLAIR lesions that developed during the followup time. Thirty percent of the scans (164 of 559 MRI) showed
a new T2/FLAIR lesion. Moreover, there were 152 Gd CE
Neurology.org/NN

Table 3 Lesion characteristics
New T2 lesions

343

New contrast-enhancing lesions

152

Not discernible on T2

3/152 (1.9%)

Reactivated lesions

3/152 (1.9%)

Persistent enhancement

1/152 (0.6%)
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Figure 1 Gadolinium contrast-enhancing lesion without clear correlate in T2/FLAIR

CE = contrast enhancing; FLAIR = fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery.

Characteristics of Gd-enhancing lesions
To further understand which lesions were more likely to show
enhancement, we quantiﬁed the T2 signal ratio of Gdenhancing vs nonenhancing lesions. We found that enhancing
lesions showed higher T2 signal ratios than lesions without
enhancement (T2 SRlesion/NAWM: 3.0 ± 0.1 vs 2.2 ± 0.1, p <
0.001, ﬁgure 2D), indicating that concomitant severity of
edema can be a hint for the probability of enhancement.
Associated factors of “missed lesions”
To further stratify the probability of missing lesions, we grouped patients for disease severity according to the total T2 lesion
load, disease activity (new T2 and T1 lesions during follow-up),
and EDSS. We analyzed whether the 7 patients with “possibly
missed lesions” had a more severe disease course, disability, or
clinical severity compared with patients without T2/FLAIR/
CE lesion discrepancy. We found that this subgroup exhibited
a higher frequency of contrast-enhancing lesions per follow-up
MRI (0.53 new CE T1 lesions/follow-up vs 0.20 of the
remaining cohort, p < 0.05). The EDSS, total lesion load, and
disease activity on T2 were not diﬀerent in this subgroup (p >
0.05). The overall probability of missing CE lesions in patients
with stable T2 follow-up examinations was 1.7% (7 lesions in
395 MRI examinations with stable T2).

Discussion
Gd contrast is currently administered routinely in follow-up
investigations in patients with MS in both clinical practice and
clinical trials.12 In general, Gd enhancement is interpreted as
a hallmark of active inﬂammation within an MS plaque. There
is evidence both on imaging and on histopathologic assessment that linear Gd contrast agents can accumulate in brain
tissue,13 although no clinical correlates have been demonstrated so far. This led to the disapproval of linear Gd agents
by the regulatory authorities.14,15 It is important to state that
there is so far no evidence for possible clinical sequelae of Gd
accumulation in the brain; however, debates are ongoing
whether there should be changes in the imaging protocol of
patients with MS.16
4

Recently, there have been reports showing that macrocyclic
Gd compounds might also accumulate in the brain, though to
a lesser degree than linear agents.17 As with any other medical
procedure, Gd administration should be driven by the
“ALARA” (as low as reasonable achievable) principle.18
Our study shows that in the vast majority of follow-up MRI
investigations of patients with MS without new symptoms or
new T2 lesions, Gd administration does not increase the diagnostic yield. This does, however, not apply to the time of
initial diagnosis or when new MS symptoms are present.
Here, Gd enhancement constitutes an important factor for
swift therapy induction or escalating therapy. Also, Gd enhancement can help in pharmacovigilance such as monitoring
progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy.19,20 However, it
is not clear what the relevance of enhancement in the absence
of a new T2 lesion is. We observed that the additionally
identiﬁed enhancing lesions where T1CE exhibits higher
sensitivity than T2/FLAIR were rare (<2%). Overall, the
probability to miss active lesions in patients with low disease
activity and without new lesions seems negligible. However, in
heavily aﬀected patients with a high lesion load, it seems
unlikely that missing small contrast-enhancing lesions truly
makes a diﬀerence for treatment decisions. Blood-brain
barrier disruption without T2 progress is rare (;1.7%), and
even in these rare cases, the therapeutic relevance of isolated
CE lesions seems questionable. Also, it is not entirely clear
how contrast enhancement without T2 correlate can be
explained. Most likely, this might constitute a developing
“early lesion” that shows already BBB-D but so far no
edema.21 Reactivation is an interesting pathophysiologic
concept that might indicate secondary fueling of a preexisting lesion. Also, it is conceivable that the diﬀerent lesion
types, evident on neuropathologic assessment (active, inactive, and smoldering MS plaques),22 might have diﬀerent
Gd-uptake properties over time.
The general principle that any diagnostic procedure is only as
valuable as the therapeutic consequence it has holds of course
also true for Gd administration. The dilemma that because of
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Figure 2 T2-weighted and subtraction images

T2-weighted and subtraction images (CE T1—T1 before gadolinium (Gd) administration) of a patient with persistent contrast enhancement of a periventricular lesion at the right frontal horn (box and magnified image) (A). First and follow-up MRI in A are 11 months apart. Example of a patient with a lesion in the
left precentral gyrus (box and magnified image) that shows contrast enhancement of a preexisting lesion (“lesion reactivation”) on the 4th follow-up scan (B).
This goes along with an increased T2 signal ratio (C). T2 signal ratio of enhancing and nonenhancing lesions (D); N = 78 lesions. Whiskers indicate 5th and 95th
percentiles. The box is 25th and 75th percentiles. CE-sub = contrast-enhanced subtraction post-pre Gd-T1 MRI; FLAIR = fluid-attenuated inversion recovery;
NAWM = normal-appearing white matter; SR = signal ratio.

“Gd phobia” more and more patients refuse MRI altogether
should govern studies like ours that reﬁne the use of Gd
administration. The speciﬁc beneﬁt of Gd administration in
follow-up investigations needs to be deﬁned, and adjusted
standard operating procedures for MS follow-up scans have to
be implemented. Research eﬀorts that investigate noncontrast
techniques for disease monitoring seem mandatory. Previous
reports have also proposed that Gd enhancement can be
inferred by precontrast sequences.23
Our study proposes a possible solution by carefully screening
precontrast sequences during the acquisition of the scan when
the patient is still in the scanner to decide whether new T2
lesions are present. Only if new T2 lesions are identiﬁed, Gd
administration should be considered. In our study, new T2
lesions were present in 30% of the follow-up scans. The main
additional information of potential Gd enhancement could be
Neurology.org/NN

that the enhancing lesion is roughly 1–10 weeks old.24 Disease
activity per se is already indicated by the occurrence of a new
T2 lesion.
We acknowledge that it can be challenging to perform “online
analysis” to decide whether there are new T2 lesions in clinical
routine and additional technical developments to coregister
follow-up imaging studies and tools to semiautomatically
quantify lesion load would be desirable.25,26 Our approach
would cut Gd administration by ;70% and thus could increase patients’ compliance in undergoing regular MRI
examinations.
Limitations of the current study mainly include the retrospective design. This led to varying numbers and time intervals of MRI scans and overall follow-up time. We tried to
compensate for this confounder using a standardized MRI
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protocol for all patients. Furthermore, the number of “missed
lesions” is low, which limits the power of statistical analysis
and further in-depth analysis of this subgroup. However, this
also underlines our main ﬁnding that missing enhancing
lesions in otherwise stable T2 patients is unlikely (1.7%).
Nevertheless, our ﬁndings should be validated in a prospective
design with predeﬁned imaging intervals and possibly a larger
patient cohort to further deﬁne this subgroup. Also, it can be
speculated that progressive disease with smoldering lesions
might show more reactivated or persistently enhancing
lesions.
Our study shows that the probability of missing active
contrast-enhancing lesions is very low if the T2 lesion load is
stable. Thus, Gd contrast agents in follow-up examinations in
patients with MS should only be administered in case of new
T2 lesions or if new clinical symptoms occur. Our study
should initiate further investigations to reﬁne Gd administration to the clinical needs and diagnostic beneﬁt, given the
accumulating evidence that GBCA can accumulate in the
brain.
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